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Sun StorageTek is a trademark or registered trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc.. in the United.. States and other countries..
A RAID controller is a computer system that controls and distributes data among two or more drives.... Array services offer a

simple, fast and direct method to ensure the availability of data, to recover from hardware... Software to support the editing of
multi-machine inventory information for VMware environments. Unified Configuration Manager supports workload-based VSA

(Volume Snapshot Archival) or inline VSA (inband data) on any volume in your VMware environment. It does this using the
VMware Workload Manager inventory information it reports to you in its performance monitoring report. In the popular

CIM/SMI-S model, "Managed Device Element" (MDE) describe managed resources such as printers, modems and storage.
Storage MDEs are managed resources that are backed by physical devices such as hard drives, optical drives or tape drives
and can also include other types of storage devices that are not necessarily physical disks, such as flash or SCSI-compatible

RAID volumes. Managing Storage MDEs is what Storage Manager does best, and provides a seamless interface for this type of
software LTFS tape drives are designed to be interchangeable among compatible LTO tape drives and supported operating

systems, so administrators will not have to worry about hardware and software compatibility. With LTFS, managers can
quickly access, store or archive files on Ultrium 8 tape and transport files to another LTO 9 Tape Drive, and from different

locations, in a very easy-to-use format.
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the objective of this document is to explain how to download
common array manager (cam) and its patches from my oracle
support (mos) - patches & updates when you know the patch
number. a new release of cam is available daily. cam provides
a powerful management interface to sun storagetek 6540 and

sun storagetek 6140 storage arrays. cam also provides a
powerful management interface to sun storagetek 6130 and

sun storagetek 2510 storage arrays. cam version 6.5 is
available for download here: one of the most frustrating parts

of this set up was getting the storage array talking to the
servers. i finally got it figured out. im using a storagetek 2530
to connect to two sunfire x2100 m2s via sas (serial attached
scsi) cables. i put in a dual port sas hba (host bus adapter) in
the x2100 m2s, but for real redundancy, i should have used
two single port hbas. the sun/oracle documentation is pretty
good about how to physically set up the servers and storage
array, but are pretty lacking from there on. this plugin checks

the alarm directory of a sun storagetek common array
manager. the cam is a management software for sun storedge

6130 and sun storagetek 6140 and 6540 storage arrays.
warnings and failures of the managed systems will be written

as files into the alarm directory. the check_sstcam plugin reads
this directory periodically and forwards newly reported alerts

to nagios. the cam plugin can be configured to alert the
system administrator when the following actions occur: 1. disk
is added or removed 2. disk is initialized 3. disk is uninitialized

4. disk is removed 5. disk is removed 6. disk is initialized 7.
disk is uninitialized 8. disk is reported as a disk problem 9. disk

is reported as a disk problem 10. disk reported as a disk
problem 11. disk reported as a disk problem 12. disk reported
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as a disk problem 13. disk reported as a disk problem 14. disk
reported as a disk problem 15. disk reported as a disk problem
16. disk reported as a disk problem 17. disk reported as a disk
problem 18. disk reported as a disk problem 19. disk reported
as a disk problem 20. disk reported as a disk problem 21. disk
reported as a disk problem 22. disk reported as a disk problem
23. disk reported as a disk problem 24. disk reported as a disk
problem 25. disk reported as a disk problem 26. disk reported
as a disk problem 27. disk reported as a disk problem 28. disk
reported as a disk problem 29. disk reported as a disk problem
30. disk reported as a disk problem 31. disk reported as a disk
problem 32. disk reported as a disk problem 33. disk reported
as a disk problem 34. disk reported as a disk problem 35. disk

reported as a disk problem 36. 5ec8ef588b
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